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Benjamin Bui, Stephen Coughlin, Patrick Cox
Keith Crupi, Brendan Dorr, Randy Harrison
Caleb Hess, Joseph Jean-Jacques, Daniel Jung, Robert Lowe
Mathew Maghsoudi, Hector Maldonado, Sean Manning, Drew Mcelroy
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Dana Willax, Brett Wolstencroft, Kwadwo Yeboah
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- Dane Bogart, Benjamin Bui, Miguel Castillo, Nicolay Castro
- Stephen Coughlin, Keith Crupi, Joseph Jean-Jacques
- Daniel Jung, Philip Masse, Drew Mcelroy, Sriram Mohan
- Eric Murray, Kevin Ostlund, Curtis Parks, Michael Raitt
- Donathan Raymond, David Rousseau, Houth Song, Vireak Suon
- Lily Tran, Brett Wolstencroft, Mathew Wyke